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Abstract 

  The fantastic view has been held by some writers who celebrate the historic resilience 

and future rise of Africa- even possibly, to becoming a world power. Though desirable, this 

post-independence wish has never witnessed the will of a responsible people exhibiting 

distinct goals and definite plans towards such an achievement. What has rather persisted over 

the years in most African countries including Nkrumah's home country Ghana, is the 

treacherous cyclical rhythm of hopelessness, hopefulness and disillusionment. This 

qualitative study is a research through art – a write up that laments and lambasts, based on a 

painting exploring the nature and space of Africa's accepted reality that could possibly lead to 

her doom if nothing is done about it. The challenging background question however is that, 

on account of how events have unfolded over the past, is it likely for Africa to rise and turn 

her situation around in the near future? 
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Introduction 

  In 1961 when the Late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah was addressing the newly established 

Institute of African Studies, he had great hopes for the future of the continent. He knew that 

the initiative he had spearheaded would culminate in an independent and progressive Africa 

regardless of all challenges present. With this mindset he spelt out the goals of the Institute of 

African Studies(IAS); 

  One essential function of this Institute must surely be to study the history, culture and 

institutions, languages and arts of Ghana and of Africa in new African centred ways … By 

the work of this Institute, we must re-assess and assert the glories and achievements of our 

African past and inspire our generation, and succeeding generations, with a vision of a better 

future. (2013,://www.acuns.org). 
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Nkrumah by the IAS was focused on building machinery that should help propel the 

transformation of the mindset and attitudes of Ghanaians and Africans towards the expected 

future transformation that would realize the new Africa he envisioned, albeit not without the 

challenging times that waited ahead. 

  Today, Ghana and many other countries in Africa are best likened to an endangered 

ship at sea letting out a distress cry! This paper is therefore a lamentation of the precarious 

African situation based upon one of my works (Oh Africa!). The study becomes even more 

important as Ghana keeps celebrating Nkrumah every September 18th and yet does little or 

nothing to realize his aspirations that he had for the country and the Continent of Africa. 

  In writing about this work, we seek to re-live and even heighten the creative process 

that took place during the Studio procedure, which we try to achieve by delving into the work 

and writing copiously as we express ourselves in a form of writing possessing some qualities 

of poetry, prose and drama.  This special portion of the article is referred to as Stream-Write 

in consonance with the coordinated flow required to reflexively compose it. The style is also 

targeted to actively involve the reader. In the end the Stream-Write reflects a background 

interrogation, discussion, synthesis and experience of the actual piece-the painting which 

forms the basis for the writing. 

 

Problem Statement 

  Grappling with our share of the multilevel challenges of our home country Ghana in 

particular, and Africa as a whole, is what leads to this creative exploration. Through an art 

based research we seek to avail ourselves to the supreme benefits accruable to such an 

engaging approach, since researchers agree that, there are qualities in the social world that 

could only be perceived by viewers through an art based research (Given, 2008:58). 

 

Artists and their world around them 

  Some hold the view that artists have the duty to remain just as such, and not to meddle 

with sensitive issues such as the politics or socioeconomic issues of their various nations. 

Such wishful role of the artist may be available only to those who seek for the titillation of 

their aesthetic senses through art. However, surveys through history register a contrasting 

view, and more so currently. The artist like any other person in a nation, must share in the 

socio-cultural, economic and political life of the place they find themselves in order to have 

meaningful existence. Maritain avers that "however skillful and perfect he may be in 
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techniques, if the artist unhappily has nothing to tell us, his work is valueless" (Cerevas et al, 

1971:31). Working in reaction to, or as commentary on on-going events in their worlds is a 

niche occupied by large volumes of artists' gallery over the centuries. In the 1850s, Millet and 

his friends championed the course of Realism in art, in order to present works that Truly 

reflected "happenings of the times" instead of the traditional and fictional subjects of 

Romanticism (de la Croix and Tansey, 1986:836-844), which had lost bearing on 

reality.Dada, the international movement in art, which was launched in Zurich (1916), was in 

repudiation and mockery of what, was deemed as illogical and absurd that had become the 

norm of society (Peter and Linda, 1997:129).Later, it spread to flourish in New York by a 

team of artists. Picasso produced Guernica(Fig. 1) to express his view on the Spanish Civil 

war of 1939 (de la Croix and Tansey, 1986: 903) after developing a working style that 

transformed western art (Jones, 1993: 129). Orozco, Rivera, and Siqueiros became known as 

"los tresgrandes" who established what later became known as “the Mexican Mural 

Renaissance" in reaction to the past regime which prominently featured French art and 

culture (Alvarez, 200:6), against that of Mexico. The Guerilla Girls exhibited "Do women 

have to be naked to get into the Met. Museum? Less than 5% of the artists in the Modern Art 

sections are women, but 85% of the nudes are female" in 1989 to protest what they deemed 

as an unfair gender situation (Stewart, 2006:52).  And Lasekan’s Eternal Servitude?Fig. 

2.(Landau and Kaspin, 2002),loudly interrogates as the root cause of Africa’snegative 

situation. Ben Enwonwu actually projected himself as an anti-colonial activist in the heyday 

of British rule (Nzegwu, 1998:3). Kofi Antubam, a contemporary and a friend of Nkrumah 

was prominent among other artists who tirelessly contributed to the pre and post-

independence nationalist consciousness in Ghana (Fosu, 1993: 18). El Anatsui worked in 

several ways to comment on conditions in Africa, specifically the “…artist’s first ceramic 

work…”(Fig. 3), which focus on “…the political climate of African countries especially 

Ghana and Nigeria…” (Binder, 2010:21).And Elizabeth Catlett depicts the brutal effects of 

racism in America (Kamhi, 2010:1). 

 

Methodology 

  Art based research method is employed in this study, since researching through art is 

able to bring forth different revelations each time the same phenomenon is observed (Given, 

2008). Barnet (2011) avers that “We write about art in order to clarify and to account for our 

responses to works that interests or excites or frustrate us.” She continues using Picasso’s 
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example. “Picasso said ‘to know what you want to draw, you have to begin drawing’; 

similarly, writing is a way of finding what you want to write, a way of learning”. Miller puts 

it a bit differently. “Writing like life itself is a voyage of discovery. The adventure is a 

metaphysical one: it is a way of approaching life indirectly, of acquiring a total rather than a 

partial view of the universe” (Miller, nd). The practical studio painting done by one of the 

authors, forms the first part of the work followed by the write up. This written section which 

is of a genre sharing some qualities of prose, poetry, drama and other literary devices, is 

employed to benefit from the expressive qualities available to these forms of writing.  The 

model is also to allow for the liberty needed in exploring the domain of the irrational and 

creative impulse as well as in dealing with certain intractable phenomena which hardly 

follow the cause-effect continuum. This is crucial because the experiential mode of creative 

process of the work followed in the studio is also essential for the Stream-Write. This allows 

a reliving of the creative experience, only this time, brushes and other materials are 

substituted with words. The concept here is not to unveil or decode the work in bits or the 

sum of its constituent parts but to experience the total piece through contemplation, 

meditation or even communing with the work. This is done using the painting entitled Oh 

Africa!(Fig.4),after reviewing works done by other artists. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937. Mural, approx.. 11’ 6’’ x 25’ 8’’. Located in Renia 
Sofia, Madrid since 1992. 
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 Figure 2. AkinolaLasekan, Eternal Servitude? West African Pilot (Lagos), Dec. 19th 1950 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3. El Anatsui,  Wedey patch am, 1979. Ceramic, manganese 16 ½’’ x 17’’ 
Collection of Chinua Achebe. Part of the Broken Pots series. 
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The Stream-Write 
The theatre brims with electromagnetic waves and sounds from untold surrounding 

sources, even before the movie starts, as you stand in the entrance of the lounge, you feel the 

evening breeze over your left arm and forehead coming through the opposite window, as well 

as mixed perfume smell as of a crowd under your breath. 

A voice speaks in your head; "These are waves that really does something to you". 

And you feel like being human like everyone else... 

To be normal... Accepting what is handed you... 

Yet you are different. 

The artist... 

You know what it means to sharpen your contact with existence (Perrine, 1973:4). 

Your blood runs on freedom. 

You dislike being caught up in systemic processes. 

Here you are. 

The atmosphere is charged with ecstatic thrills, freedom thrills of 1957 (Nkrumah, 1973: 62) 

but everyone sits with their eyes closed. 

"... we will not sleep anymore" . 

So you begin to wonder again. 

You are not here by accident; you walked in here on purpose.  

To have a first-hand experience with the African movie. Well directed for sensual souls oh 

no! For social souls. Or should it rather be senseless and sensible souls? 

Crafted on purpose, for "post dependence harvest". 

You are here prepared. 

Prepared to see the African movie; the African psyche; the African principle. 

To know what goes on in there. 

So you pull out the pink little sheet from your back pocket as you take your comfortable seat 

in the front middle section. 

To remind yourself of your mission here. 

Written days ago to yourself. The points read clear. 

"You are here on purpose" 

"To know what goes on in this great experiment, and why it has so much power over the 

African soul". 

"Soul of the Black [wo]man". 
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"Do not become processed in the process". 

"For the sticky content will seek to seal you up tight  in its thighs as it distracts you from the 

fact that it is a construct". 

"Watch out!” 

The lights snuffed as the screen opened with a soft cyan blue blending into pink and finally 

magenta. From this background, slowly, emerged the bold creamy types; 

"F O R   R E A L" 

Followed by a grassy landscape cut close to the ground, interspersed with flowers and grey 

rocks. 

You could see and smell hibiscus and rose. 

Your gaze is fixed. 

You clearly see yourself walking this field, the little path seem familiar. 

Lifting your head you see groups and many groups of people moving ahead of you. 

They are excited chatting along. 

A familiar man turns from behind the moving crowd beckoning at you to move on. 

But there is reluctance in your steps. 

"Where do I know him" you think. "Ah at the entrance, saw him there with that lady in red". 

The scene shifts again. 

This time, you are in a room with white shiny walls. 

You are counting gold bars with dim music in the background. 

You blink, pinch yourself and take a deep breath. 

You notice a guide sits to your left observing you admiringly. Rich! 

You have already counted six hundred and sixty six bars. 

On the table to your right are six large boxes full of diamond. 

You have not handled diamond before, but you know without doubt now that you have them. 

He indicates to you it is time to move on. 

But you think of how to carry these boxes along. 

Your guide ignores your ambivalence and announces “it’s time to go” 

He flies you to Gabon, then to Congo. One African country to the other, recounting to you the 

rich endowment of the nations, in tune with songs of your childhood. 

But now it's needful to beg. 

Begging to borrow, to bribe, to pay, to feed and begging to be. 
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"Poor Africa" (Fosu, 1993:10) 

Begging and taking in exchange of lives! 

Senegal, Gambia, Congo, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana …. 

"Eternal servitude?" (Landau and Kaspin, 2002:128) 

You move from place to place exploring the rich lands and rivers of Africa. 

Amazingly  blissful. 

But. 

A new scene unfolds and you are standing beside a long winding queue made of men in dark 

hooded smocks, bright gowns and suits. 

On the lonely gray bridge. 

At the head, is a man seated on a tall seat inspecting ID cards next to him is the onepushing 

bundles of money into the inner suit pockets of the men who stood in the queue. 

He opens the lapel with his left hand and pushes the bundled notes with the right. 

With those in smocks and gowns, the bundles simply sink into their spacious side pockets. 

You are curious. 

"Who could these be" you whisper to yourself. 

"Ah! African leaders signing contracts for their movie". 

You notice the change in their posture and steps as they take those bundles.  

Drooping shoulders let up, and steps lighten, hastening into democratic disbursements. 

But who are they contracting with? 

Who are "they?" 

Again you keep thinking till you think you understand. 

A voice calls to you from beneath your side of the bridge. 

Hey!  Hey! 

A low voice as if to keep the caller under cover. 

"What is happening here?” 

You take a hard look at the stranger and hear him pose the question again. 

Sounding firmer this time, as his voice tightens. 

"What is happening here?" 

You whisper back to him. 

He extends his tiny hands towards you, nodding. 

As if to shake your hand in commendation.  
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But he disappears before your hand could touch his. 

You feel fear but not overcome by it. You blink and rub, still see no one. 

Another shift in the scene. In a very large room with a high ceiling. 

Two men face each other conversing in the front area. 

You should not hear their conversation because you are so far. 

In the corner, where the front light extends, blending into shadows. 

But you clearly hear every word! 

And your surprise is as much at the hearing as at the content. 

"It is one thing to be handed something and another to accept it" says the man on the left. 

"Even when it is handed you, you can still reject it". 

"I mean you are not identified with anything until you accept it". 

"But She has no choice in this case" the other man interjects. 

"There are many options to consider at any given time" 

“What do you mean by that?” 

"What do you deem to be Her deadliest mistake?" 

"She played with the crucial need to unite" (Nkrumah, 1969:8). 

"Cowardice and carelessness". 

"She lives as if expecting fruits to drop from trees to Her laps". 

"Visionless, and very sensual". 

"She loves to spend than produce". 

"Fears to take bold decisions, even when She is fully convinced". 

"As a result She doesnot take full responsibility of Her life". 

"So She is caught up in the lies corruption and blame game"(Armah, 1968). 

"And takes much delight in paying lip service". 

"Do you think She can make it?". 

"There are no corresponding indicators currently". 

"But you said She is capable of managing Her own affairs (Quansah, 2009: 83,84)?". 

"Yes but... If only She had listened". 

“And acted”. 

“The African Renaissance” (Binder, 2010:32; Nkrumah, 1970:63) would have become a 

reality. 
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You are all ears until the last words echoed on and on in the room filling the entire space with 

sweet pungent smoke... 

You don’t feel choked but you tremble! 

You hold your nose and close your eyes 

The scene blanks out, your eyes open, to see… 

A slender figure embracing a gourd to her bosom. As the scene becomes clearer, you see a 

young slender woman in a dress of emerald green intermixed with shadows of blue hues. 

A persona of dark beauty and suffering. 

In a colorfully flayed crown. 

The hub of hope and hopelessness. 

Emerging from a long traditional history that has long been fully sacrificed.  

Looking blankly above. 

To the promising sky of lemon green, cyan blue and pink 

In tears… 

Will fully disappointed! 

Blessedness of a curse. 

Because Her gourd is upside down! 

Though She hopes against hope to receive. 

Appointment with destiny? 

You turn to look, at all the people around you. Their eyes still closed. Glued to their seats. 

You start towards the door, but a body in uniform accosts you demanding "where do you 

think you are going? You are expected to be seated with your eyes closed by now!" 

You stand your ground. "Yes, but I am the artist" "I don't get processed in the process" you 

say. 

Reluctantly he lets go of you. 

As the afternoon sun hits your forehead in the deserted street, a voice in your head asks "is 

this for real?" 
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Figure 4. Emmanuel Antwi, Oh Africa, 2002 35’’ x 64’’ Relief Painting 
With foam-rubber and acrylic. Currently located at Oncology Department  

Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital (KATH) Kumasi, Ghana 
 
Conclusion 

The freedom of the artist, pressed to the hilt through imagination could birth new 

methods of exploration for fresher experiences and revelations. The method of Stream-Write 

which employs the qualities of prose, poetry and drama is an intriguing approach on its own, 

as it allows the researcher to go beyond well beaten paths, probing into dimensions of 

harrowing surprises and serendipitous amusements to both researcher and reader. The artist 

maintains the liberty to tackle projects the best way s/he is inclined since it is only within 

such an arena of permission that possibilities can be accessed and made useful.  
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Truth be told, Africa will find it tough so long as she broods over her condition considering it 

as her destiny, or a situation dealt her by providence. The problem needs to be tackled from a 

dimension higher than where the mess is found. Nkrumah attacked the African problem like 

an artist would confront a studio project (though with complications). The artist must first 

have confidence in himself as one that cannot get stacked in the vicious cycles of life but able 

to step back to take a systemic look in order to bring about multidimensional realities – 

possibilities for desirable change. Therefore rejecting the condition of his time, he went ahead 

to start the creation of a new reality for Africa. Though several well-meaning daughters and 

sons of Africa are contributing their lot towards the betterment of the continent, her current 

composite posture does not promise a hopeful outcome in the near future. Africa therefore 

needs to brace up and face her challenges squarely. Like all serious artists do at one time or 

the other; Africa must consciously “reject” (Fallon, 2010:17) what she has been handed and 

begin to courageously create the best reality for herself. 
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